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“Tails of the City”
Daily Life through the Eyes of Dogs

Their identification tags clink like jingles shells as their sensitive noses are magnetized to the ground, encountering myriad odors. As humans, the thought of directing a snout towards the soil and inhaling deeply may seem oafish, but to a dog this is part of their activities every day. Isn’t it time for humans to start looking outside the box and see the world through the eyes of their pup? Dog tunes artist Murray Weinstock sure thinks so!

Weinstock’s latest album, “Tails of the City,” was inspired by his fifteen year relationship with his late Dachshund, Sparky. He wanted to express what was going on through the mind of a dog while living in Manhattan, musically. The album features artists such as Dr. John, Phoebe Snow, and John Sebastian among others.

Listening to “Tails of the City” will assist you in gaining a better grasp of your dog’s outlook on daily occurrences. Take the time to walk on four legs and examine the world from a different angle!

— Robin Brown